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COMBINATORIAL HOWE DUALITY OF SYMPLECTIC TYPE
TAE-HYEOK HEO AND JAE-HOON KWON
Abstract. We give a new combinatorial interpretation of Howe dual pairs of the form
pg, Sp2ℓq, where g is a Lie (super)algebra of classical type. This is done by establising
a symplectic analogue of the RSK algorithm associated to this pair, in a uniform way
which does not depend on g. We introduce an analogue of jeu de taquin sliding for spinor
model of irreducible characters of a Lie superalgebra g to define P -tableau and show that
the associated Q-tableau is given by a symplectic tableau due to King.
1. Introduction
The RSK algorithm or correspondence is one of the most fundamental results in the theory
of symmetric functions with various applications and generalizations. From a viewpoint of
representation theory, it can be regarded as a combinatorial aspect of Howe duality [8, 9],
which is a more general principle with important applications in many areas of mathematics.
Indeed, the dual pair pGLm,GLnq, which acts on the symmetric or exterior algebra generated
by Cm b Cn as mutual centralizers, yields the Cauchy identity or its dual as its associated
character. It has been generalized to that of a pair pg,GLnq, where g is a Lie (super)algebra
of type A and an irreducible unitarizable highest weight g-module (not necessarily integrable)
appears in the duality (see [3, 5, 8, 12]). A uniform description of the RSK correspondence
for this dual pair pg,GLnq together with a combinatorial model of the associated irreducible
g-modules is studied in [17].
The purpose of this paper is to establish a symplectic analogue of the RSK algorithm
associated to various Howe dual pairs, which include the symplectic group Sp2ℓ. The duality
associated to a pair pg, Sp2ℓq, which we are interested in this paper, can be described as
follows (see [2, 8, 9, 10, 23, 35] and also references therein). Let A be a Z2-graded linearly
ordered set and let EA be the exterior algebra generated by the superspace with a linear
basis indexed by A. Then FA “ E
˚
A
b EA is a semisimple module over a classical Lie
(super)algebra gA, the type of which depends on A, and the ℓ-fold tensor power F
bℓ
A
(ℓ ě 1)
is a pgA, Sp2ℓq-module with the following multiplicity-free decomposition:
(1.1) Fbℓ
A
–
à
pλ,ℓqPPpSpqA
VgApλ, ℓq b VSp2ℓpλq,
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where the direct sum is over a set PpSpqA of pairs pλ, ℓq P P ˆ Z` with ℓpλq ď ℓ. Here
VSp
2ℓ
pλq is the irreducible Sp2ℓ-module corresponding to λ, and VgApλ, ℓq is the irreducible
highest weight g-module corresponding to VSp
2ℓ
pλq appearing in Fbℓ
A
.
In [19, 20], the second author introduced a combinatorial object called a spinor model of
type BCD, which gives the character of VgApλ, ℓq in (1.1) in case of type C. As a set, the
spinor model TApλ, ℓq consists of sequences of usual semistandard tableaux of two-columned
shapes with letters in A, where two adjacent tableaux satisfy certain configuration. It can
be viewed as a super analogue of Kashiwara-Nakashima tableaux of type BCD [14], and
has interesting applications including branching multiplicities for classical groups [11, 22],
crystal bases of quantum superalgebras of orthosymplectic type [19, 20], and generalized
exponents [11, 27].
It is natural to ask whether we have an analogue of RSK algorithm for (1.1) in terms of
spinor model, and the main result in this paper is to construct an explicit bijection
(1.2) FℓA
//
ğ
λPPpSpqA
TApλ, ℓq ˆKpλ, ℓq .
Here FℓA is the set of 2ℓ-tuple of A-semistandard tableaux of single-columned shapes with
letters in A, and Kpλ, ℓq is the set of symplectic tableaux of shape λ due to King [16], which
gives the character of VSp
2ℓ
pλq. Hence the bijection (1.2) yields the Cauchy type identity
which follows from the decomposition (1.1) for arbitrary A.
As a special case of our bijection (1.2) by putting A to be a finite set of n elements with
degree 0, we recover the following well-known identity [15]
(1.3)
nź
i“1
ℓź
j“1
pxi ` x
´1
i ` zj ` z
´1
j q “
ÿ
λĎpnℓq
spρnpλ,ℓqpxqspλpzq,
where ρnpλ, ℓq is the transpose of the rectangular complement of λ in pn
ℓq, and spλpzq is the
character of VSp
2ℓ
pλq in z˘1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , z
˘
ℓ corresponding to λ.
On the other hand, by putting A to be a finite set of n elements with degree 1 and using
the stability of TApλ, ℓq for ℓ ě n [22], we also recover the well-known classical identity due
to Littlewood [30] and Weyl [36],
(1.4)
1śn
i“1
śℓ
j“1p1 ´ xizjqp1 ´ xiz
´1
j q
“
ÿ
ℓpλqďn
spλpzqsλpxq
ź
1ďiăjďn
p1´ xixjq
´1,
where sλpxq is the Schur polynomial in x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xn, and ℓpλq is the length of λ.
We remark that our bijection reduced to these cases is completely different from the ones
in [34] and [33] for (1.3) and (1.4), respectively, where the insertion algorithm in terms of
the King tableaux is used.
To construct a bijection (1.2), we first introduce an analogue of jeu de taquin sliding for
spinor model of a skew shape, which plays a crucial role in this paper. If A is a finite set with
degree 0, then a spinor model of a skew shape is naturally in one-to-one correspondence with
a set of symplectic tableaux of a skew shape in the sense of [14], and our sliding coincides
with the symplectic sliding due to Sheats [32] (see also [25]). A key observation to generalize
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the symplectic sliding algorithm to a spinor model with respect to arbitrary A is that in
terms of spinor model, the Sheats’ algorithm can be described as a sequence of Kashiwara
operators with respect to an sl2ℓ-crystal structure on F
ℓ
A defined by the jeu de taquin sliding
of type A [24]. This implies that the sliding does not depend on the choice of A, and enables
us to define a symplectic analogue of RSK in a uniform way. In this sense, the jeu de
taquin sliding for spinor model introduced here is similar to the case of type A, where the
insertion and jeu de taquin sliding does not depend on the choice of letters A even when it
is Z2-graded.
Then we show that for T P FℓA, there exists a unique tableau PpTq P TApλ, ℓq which
can be obtained by applying our jeu de taquin sliding. We also define the recording tableau
corresponding to PpTq, which is a sequence of oscillating tableaux, and then show that it
corresponds bijectively to a tableau QpTq in Kpλ, ℓq thanks to a recent result by Lee [29].
It would be interesting to find other applications of our RSK and new interpretation of
symplectic sliding in terms of type A crystals. We first expect an orthogonal analogue of
RSK correspondence associated to Howe dual pairs pg,Onq by using the spinor model of
type B and D [19, 20]. The case of type D is more interesting, where a jeu de taquin sliding
for KN tableaux in this case is not known yet [26]. Also we may adopt the spinor model
to realize the crystals of Kirillov-Reshetikhin crystals of classical affine type corresponding
to fundamental weights to describe a combinatorial R matrix and energy function on their
tensor product, which is also closely related with Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials (cf. [28]).
The paper is organized as follows: After a brief review on necessary materials in Section
2, we recall the definition of spinor model of type C in Section 3. In Section 4, we review
the symplectic sliding on Kashiwara-Nakashima tableaux of a skew shape introduced in [32]
and further developed in [25] by using crystals. In Section 5, we define an analogue of the
jeu de taquin sliding for spinor model and then the P -tableau PpTq for T P FℓA. In Section
6, we introduce the recording tableau or Q-tableaux for PpTq, say QpTq, which is a sequence
of oscillating tableau, and show that it naturally corresponds to a King tableau QpTq. In
Section 7, we show that the map T ÞÑ pPpTq, QpTqq gives a bijection in (1.2).
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Notations. Let Z` denote the set of non-negative integers. Let P be the set of
partitions or Young diagrams λ “ pλ1, λ2, ¨ ¨ ¨ q. We denote by λ
1 “ pλ11, λ
1
2, ¨ ¨ ¨ q the conjugate
of λ, and by λπ the skew Young diagram obtained by 180˝-rotation of λ. For n ě 1, let
Pn “ tλ P P | ℓpλq ď n u, where ℓpλq is the length of λ.
Let A be a linearly ordered set with a Z2-grading A “ A0 \A1. For n ě 1, we let
rns “ t1 ă 2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă nu, rn¯s “ tn¯ ă n´ 1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă 1¯u,
In “ rns Y rns “ t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă n ă n¯ ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă 1¯u,
where we assume that all the entries are assumed to be of degree 0, and
rns1 “ t11 ă 21 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă n1u,
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where we assume that all the entries are assumed to be of degree 1. For positive integers m
and n, let
Im|n “ t1 ă 2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă m ă 1
1 ă 21 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă n1u
with pIm|nq0 “ rms and pIm|nq1 “ rns
1.
For a skew Young diagram λ{µ, let SSTApλ{µq be the set of semistandard (or A-
semistandard) tableaux of shape λ{µ, that is, tableaux with entries in A such that (1)
the entries in each row (resp. column) are weakly increasing from left to right (resp. from
top to bottom), (2) the entries in A0 (resp. A1) are strictly increasing in each column (resp.
row).
For T P SSTApλ{µq, let wpT q be a word obtained by reading the entries of T column by
column from right to left, and from top to bottom in each column (cf. [6]). For T P SSTApλq
and a P A, we denote by a Ñ T the tableau given by the column insertion of a into T (cf.
[1, 6]). For a word w “ w1 ¨ ¨ ¨wr , we define pw Ñ T q “ pwr Ñ p¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ pw1 Ñ T qqq. For a
semistandard tableau S, we define pS Ñ T q “ pwpSq Ñ T q.
For a, b, c P Z`, let λpa, b, cq “ p2
b`c, 1aq{p1bq be a skew Young diagram with two columns.
λp2, 1, 3q “
¨
¨
¨
For T P SSTApλpa, b, cqq, let T
L and T R denote the left and right columns of T , respectively.
If necessary, we assume that a tableau is placed on the plane PL with a horizontal line
L. Let U1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Ur be column tableaux (that is, tableaux of single-columned shapes), which
are A-semistandard. Let
X
U1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Ur
\
denote the tableau in PL (not necessarily of partition
shape), where the i-th column from the left is Ui and its bottom edge lies on L. Similarly,
let
P
U1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Ur
T
denote the tableau, where the i-th column from the left is Ui and its top
edge lies on L.
For pu1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , urq P Z
r
`, let
X
U1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Ur
\
pu1,¨¨¨ ,urq
,
P
U1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Ur
Tpu1,¨¨¨ ,urq
be the tableaux obtained from
X
U1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Ur
\
and
P
U1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Ur
T
by sliding each Ui by ui posi-
tions up and down, respectively.
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Example 2.1.
2 21
1 1 11 21
2 3 11
11 21 31
31
3
3 5¯
3 5¯ 3¯
5 4¯
3¯ 2¯
1¯
L
L
X
U1, U2, U3, U4
\
p0,1,1,3q
P SSTI4|3pp4, 4, 3, 3, 1q{p2qq
P
U1, U2, U3
Tp2,1,0q
P SSTI5pp3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 1q{p2, 1qq
2.2. Crystal and Schu¨tzenberger’s jeu de taquin. Let us briefly recall the notion
of crystals (see [7, 13] for more details). Let g be a symmetrizable Kac-Moody algebra
associated to a generalized Cartan matrix A “ paijqi,jPI indexed by I. A g-crystal is a
set B together with the maps wt : B Ñ P , εi, ϕi : B Ñ Z Y t´8u and rei, rfi : B Ñ
B Y t0u for i P I satisfying certain axioms, where 0 is a formal symbol and P is the weight
lattice. For a dominant integral weight Λ, we denote by BpΛq the crystal associated to an
irreducible highest weight g-module with highest weight Λ. A crystal B is called regular if it
is isomorphic to a disjoint union of BpΛq’s. In this case, we have εipbq “ maxt k | reki b ‰ 0 u
and ϕipbq “ maxt k | rfki b ‰ 0 u for b P B and i P I. For example, if A “ rrs with r ě 2, then
SSTrrspλq is a connected regular slr-crystal for λ P Pr [14].
Let A be a Z2-graded linearly ordered set. The Schu¨tzenberger’s jeu de taquin is also
available for A-semistandard tableaux. We use this algorithm in terms of crystal operator
E and F for sl2 (cf. [24]), which plays an important role in this paper.
For T P SSTApλpa, b, cqq and 0 ď k ď minta, bu, consider a tableau T
1 of shape λpa ´
k, b ´ k, c` kq by sliding down T R by k positions. Let rT be the maximal k such that T
1 is
semistandard.
For T P SSTApλpa, b, cqq with rT “ 0, we define
(1) ET to be tableau in SSTApλpa ´ 1, b ` 1, cqq obtained from T by applying jeu de
taquin sliding to the position below the bottom of T R when a ą 0,
(2) FT to be tableau in SSTApλpa ` 1, b ´ 1, cqq obtained from T by applying jeu de
taquin sliding to the position above the top of T L when b ą 0.
Here we assume that ET “ 0 and FT “ 0 when a “ 0 and b “ 0, respectively, where 0 is a
formal symbol. Note that (1) rET “ 0 and rFT “ 0 whenever ET and FT are defined, and
(2) tEkT | 0 ď k ď a u Y tFlT | 0 ď l ď b u forms a regular sl2-crystal with respect to E and
F.
Example 2.2. Suppose that A “ I4|3.
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2 21
11 21
11
31
2
11 21
11 21
31
2
21
11 21
11 31
ÝÑ ÝÑ
E E
ÐÝ ÐÝ
F F
L
Now, for pU, V q P SSTApp1
uqq ˆ SSTApp1
vqq (u, v P Z`), we define
XpU, V q “
$&%ppXT qL, pXT qRq if XT ‰ 0,0 if XT “ 0, pX “ E,Fq,(2.1)
where T is the unique tableau in SSTApλpu´ k, v ´ k, kqq for some 0 ď k ď mintu, vu such
that pT L, T Rq “ pU, V q and rT “ 0.
2.3. Crystal and RSK correspondence. Let A be a Z2-graded linearly ordered set. For
r ě 2, let
(2.2) ErA “
ğ
pur ,¨¨¨ ,u1qPZr`
SSTApp1
ur qq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ SSTApp1
u1qq.
For pUr, ¨ ¨ ¨ , U1q P E
r
A and 1 ď i ď r ´ 1, we define
XipUr, ¨ ¨ ¨ , U1q “
$&%pUr, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,XpUi`1, Uiq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , U1q if XpUi`1, Uiq ‰ 0,0 if XpUi`1, Uiq “ 0,(2.3)
where Xp ¨ , ¨ q for X “ E,F is defined in (2.1). Then we have the following.
Lemma 2.3. ErA is a regular slr-crystal with respect to Ei and Fi for 1 ď i ď r ´ 1.
Proof. It can be proved by similar arguments as in [18, 24]. Let MAˆrrs be the set
of matrices m “ pmabq with non-negative integral entries pa P A, b P rrsq satisfying (1)
mab P t0, 1u if a P A0, (2)
ř
abmab ă 8. There is a natural bijection from E
r
A to MAˆrrs,
where pUr, ¨ ¨ ¨ , U1q P E
r
A is sent to m “ pmabq such that mab is the number of occurrence
of a in Ub.
Let m “ pmabq PMAˆrrs be given. For a P A, we may identify the a-th row of m with
a unique tableau T paq in SSTrrsppuqq and SSTrrspp1
uqq with u “
ř
bmab when a P A0 and
A1, respectively, such that mab is the number of occurrences of b in T
paq. We may define a
regular slr-crystal structure on MAˆrrs by regarding m as
ÝÑÂ
aPAT
paq. Then we can check
that the associated operators rei and rfi for 1 ď i ď r ´ 1 coincide with Ei and Fi. This
proves the lemma. 
Let us recall the RSK correspondence, which explains the decomposition of the slr-crystal
ErA into its connected components. Let U “ pUr, ¨ ¨ ¨ , U1q P E
r
A given. Let P pUq “
pUr Ñ p¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ pU2 Ñ U1qqq and QpUq be the corresponding recording tableau, that is, if
shpP pUqq “ λ (the shape of P pUq) and Pi “ pUi Ñ p¨ ¨ ¨ pU2 Ñ U1qqq for 1 ď i ď r, then
QpUq is the unique tableau in SSTrrspλ
1q such that its subtableau shpPiq
1{shpPi´1q
1 is a
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horizontal strip filled with i, where we assume that P0 is the empty tableau. Then we have
a bijection
(2.4) ErA
κA
//
ğ
λ1PPr
SSTApλq ˆ SSTrrspλ
1q
U
✤ // pP pUq, QpUqq
,
Lemma 2.4. The bijection κA is an isomorphism of slr-crystals, where the right-hand side
is a regular slr-crystal with respect to the second component.
Proof. It follows from the argument in the proof of Lemma 2.3 and the symmetry of
RSK. 
3. Spinor model of symplectic type
3.1. Spinor model of type C. Let us recall our main combinatorial object, which is
introduced in [19, 20]. Let
PpSpq “ t pλ, ℓq | ℓ ě 1, λ P Pℓ u.
Hereafter A denotes a Z2-graded linearly ordered set unless otherwise specified. For a P Z`,
let
TApaq “
ğ
cPZ`
SSTApλpa, 0, cqq.
Note that, for a ‰ 0, TApaq is non-empty if and only if SSTApp1
aqq ‰ H. For T P TApaq,
we have EaT P SSTApλp0, a, cqq and define
LT “ pEaT qL, RT “ pEaT qR.
Example 3.1. Suppose A “ I4|3 and T P SSTApλp2, 0, 2qq as below.
2 21
11 21
11
31
2
11 21
11 21
31
2
21
11 21
11 31
11 2
11 21
21
31
T “ ÝÑ ÝÑ
E E
X
T L, T R
\
p0,2q
X
LT, RT
\ X
LT , RT
\
p2,0q
L
Definition 3.2.
(1) For a1, a2 P Z` with a2 ď a1 and pT2, T1q P TApa2q ˆTApa1q, we define
T2 ă T1 if
X
RT2, T
L
1
\
and
X
T R2 ,
LT1
\
pa2,a1q
are A-semistandard.
(2) For pλ, ℓq P PpSpq, we define
TApλ, ℓq “ tT “ pTℓ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , T1q | Tℓ ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă T1 u Ă TApλℓq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆTApλ1q.
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Example 3.3. Let A “ I4|3, and take S P TAp1q and T P TAp2q as follow.
2 2
3 4
11
2 2
3 4
11
1 1
3 21
11
21
1 1
11 3
21
21X
SL, SR
\
p0,1q
X
LS, RS
\
p1,0q
X
T L, T R
\
p0,2q
X
LT , RT
\
p2,0q
Then S ă T since
X
RS, T L
\
and
X
SR, LT
\
p1,2q
form semistandard tableaux.
1
2 3
4 11
11 21
1
2 11
4
X
RS, T L
\ X
SR, LT
\
p1,2q
Put
PpSpqA “ t pλ, ℓq P PpSpq |TApλ, ℓq ‰ Hu.
Then, for any partition λ ‰ H, we have SSTApλ
1q ‰ H if and only if pλ, ℓq P PpSpqA.
Let xA “ txa | a P A u be the set of formal commuting variables indexed by A. Let µ P P
be given such that SSTApµq ‰ H. For T P SSTApµq, let x
T
A “
ś
aPA x
ma
a , where ma is the
number of occurrences of a in T . Note that sµpxAq “
ř
TPSSTApµq
xTA is a super-analogue
of Schur function corresponding to µ.
Let t be a variable commuting with xa (a P A). For pλ, ℓq P PpSpqA, we define the
character of TApλ, ℓq to be
(3.1) Spλ,ℓqpxAq “ t
ℓ
ÿ
pTℓ,¨¨¨ ,T1qPTApλ,ℓq
x
Tℓ
A
¨ ¨ ¨xT1
A
.
The character of TApλ, ℓq has an important application in representation theory by giving
various irreducible characters of Lie (super)algebras under suitable choices of A. It is moti-
vated by Howe duality of pg, Sp2lq for some Lie (super)algebra g acting on a fermionic Fock
space and its super-analogues. In this sense, we call TApλ, ℓq a spinor model of irreducible
symplectic characters.
Indeed, if A “ rns, then it is the character of a finite-dimensional irreducible represen-
tation of sp2n. If A “ rns, then it is the character of an infinite-dimensional irreducible
representation of sp2n, which has been studied in detail as a unitarizable representation (see
for example, [10] and references therein). In general, if both A0 and A1 are non-empty,
then it is shown in [19, 20] that the character of TApλ, ℓq gives the character of an irre-
ducible representation of an orthosymplectic Lie superlagebra, which forms a semisimple
tensor category.
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Remark 3.4. The definition of TApλ, ℓq in Definition 3.2 is the same as in [19]. We remark
that there is another definition of TApλ, ℓq in [22], which is slightly different from Definition
3.2, but which has the same character.
3.2. Schur expansion. Let pλ, ℓq P PpSpqA be given. Consider an embedding of sets given
by
TApλ, ℓq
ι
// E2ℓA
T “ pTℓ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , T1q
✤ // pT Lℓ , T
R
ℓ , ¨ ¨ ¨ , T
L
1 , T
R
1 q
.
and identify TApλ, ℓq with its image under ι. We simply write E
2
A “ FA and so E
2ℓ
A “ F
ℓ
A.
By composing with κA in (2.4), we have an embedding
TApλ, ℓq
ΦA
//
ğ
µ
SSTApµq ˆ SSTr2ℓspµ
1q
T
✤ // pP pTq, QpTqq
,
where the union is over µ P P with ℓpµ1q ď 2ℓ.
Let us describe the image of ΦA explicitly. Since SSTr2ℓspµ
1q is a regular crystal, there
exists an action of the Weyl group of sl2ℓ on SSTr2ℓspµ
1q, which is isomorphic to S2ℓ gen-
erated by the simple reflection ri for 1 ď i ď 2ℓ´ 1. For Q P SSTr2ℓspµ
1q, let us define the
weight of Q to be the sequence pm1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,m2ℓq, where mi is the number of occurrences of i
in Q, and the i-signature of Q to be the sequence pεipQq, ϕipQqq (1 ď i ď 2ℓ´ 1).
For µ P P with ℓpµ1q ď 2ℓ, let Kµpλ,ℓq be the set of Q P SSTr2ℓspµ
1q such that its weight
pm1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,m2ℓq satisfies the following conditions:
(1) m2k ´m2k´1 “ λk for 1 ď k ď ℓ,
(2) m2k ě m2k`2 for 1 ď k ď ℓ´ 1,
(3) the p2k ´ 1q-signature of Q is pλk, 0q for 1 ď k ď ℓ,
(4) the p2kq-signature of r2k`1Q is p0,m2k ´m2k`2q for 1 ď k ď ℓ´ 1,
(5) the p2kq-signature of r2k´1Q is pλk ´ λk`1 ´ p,m2k ´m2k`2 ´ pq with some p ě 0
for 1 ď k ď ℓ´ 1.
Then we have
Theorem 3.5. [19, Theorem 6.12] For pλ, ℓq P PpSpqA, ΦA induces a bijection
TApλ, ℓq
ΦA
//
ğ
µ
SSTApµq ˆKµpλ,ℓq ,
where the union is over µ P P with ℓpµ1q ď 2ℓ.
Corollary 3.6. For pλ, ℓq P PpSpqA, we have
Spλ,ℓqpxAq “ t
ℓ
ÿ
µ
cµpλ,ℓqsµpxAq,
where cµpλ,ℓq “ |Kµpλ,ℓq|.
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Example 3.7. Suppose that A “ I4|3 and pλ, ℓq “ pp3, 2, 1q, 3q.
2 2
3 4
11
1 1
3 21
11
21
2 21
11 21
11
31
31
¨˚
˚˝˚˚ 1 1 2 11 212 2 3 21 31
3 4 11 21
11 21 31
11
,
1 1 2 2 2
2 2 3 4
3 4 4 6
4 5 5
6 6
‹˛‹‹‹‚
T P TApλ, ℓq
ΦApTq “
4. Kashiwara-Nakashima tableaux and symplectic jeu de taquin
4.1. KN tableaux of type Cn. Let us review the notion of Kashiwara-Nakashima tableaux
(KN tableaux for short) of type Cn [14].
Let P “
Àn
i“1 Zǫi, where t ǫi | 1 ď i ď n u is an orthonormal basis with respect to a
symmetric bilinear form p , q. Suppose that g “ sp2n of type Cn with Dynkin diagram
© ©© ©ðù¨ ¨ ¨
α1 αn´1αn´2 αn
where αi “ ǫi ´ ǫi`1 for 1 ď i ď n´ 1, and αn “ 2ǫn. The set of dominant integral weights
is given by P` “ tωλ |λ P Pn u, where ωλ “ λ1ǫ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` λnǫn.
Definition 4.1. For λ P Pn, let KNλ be the set of T P SSTInpλq satisfying
(1) if T pi1, jq “ a and T pi2, jq “ a for some a and 1 ď i1 ă i2 ď λ
1
j , then we have
i1 ` pλ
1
j ´ i2 ` 1q ď a,
(2) if either T pp, jq “ a, T pq, jq “ b, T pr, jq “ b, T ps, j ` 1q “ a or T pp, jq “ a,
T pq, j ` 1q “ b, T pr, j ` 1q “ b, T ps, j ` 1q “ a for some 1 ď a ď b ď n, and
p ď q ă r ď s, then we have pq ´ pq ` ps´ rq ă b´ a,
where T pi, jq denotes the entry of T in the ith row from the bottom and the jth column
from the right. We call KNλ the set of KN tableaux of type Cn of shape λ.
The set KNp1q has a sp2n-crystal structure such that KNp1q – Bpǫ1q, where
1
1
// 2
2
// ¨ ¨ ¨
n´1
// n
n
// n
n´1
// ¨ ¨ ¨
2
// 2
1
// 1
with wtp i q “ ǫi and wtp i q “ ´ǫi for 1 ď i ď n. Here b
i
Ñ b1 means rfib “ b1. For
λ P Pn and i P I, we define rei and rfi on KNλ under the identification of T P KNλ with
w1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b wr P pKNp1qq
br when wpT q “ w1 ¨ ¨ ¨wr . Then KNλ is a sp2n-crystal with
respect to rei and rfi for i P I, and KNλ – Bpωλq.
4.2. Bijection between KN tableaux and spinor model. Suppose that A “ rns. Then
we have PpSpqn :“ PpSpqrns “ t pλ, ℓq P PpSpq |λ1 ď n u. For simplicity, we put
Tnpaq “ Trnspaq p0 ď a ď nq,
Tnpλ, ℓq “ Trnspλ, ℓq ppλ, ℓq P PpSpqnq.
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For pλ, ℓq P PpSpqn, put
ρnpλ, ℓq “ pn´ λℓ, n´ λℓ´1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n´ λ1q
1,
which is the conjugate of the rectangular complement of λ in pnℓq.
ρnpλ, ℓq
pλ1qπ
n
ℓ
For U P SSTrn¯spp1
mqq, let U c be the tableau in SSTrnspp1
n´mqq such that k appears in
U c if and only if k does not appear in U for each k P rns.
For T P Tnpaq, we define the following.
‚ T ad : the tableau obtained by putting LT below pRT qc,
‚ T ad˚ : the tableau obtained by putting T R below pT Lqc.
Then the map T ÞÝÑ T ad is a bijection from Tnpaq to KNp1n´aq [21, Lemma 3.11].
Example 4.2. Suppose that n “ 5 and T P T5p1q is given as follows. Then
4¯ 2¯
3¯ 1¯
1¯
3¯ 4¯
1¯ 2¯
1¯
2
5
3
5
2
5
2¯
1¯
3
5
3¯
1¯
T “
T L T R LT RT pT Lqc “ T ad* “
pRT qc “ T ad “
.
Let C P SSTInpp1
mqq be given with m ě 1. We call C admissible (or admissible column)
if C P KNp1mq, equivalently C “ T
ad for some T P Tnpn ´ mq, and coadmissible (or
coadmissible column) if C “ T ad˚ for some T P Tnpn´mq. We remark that the definition
of an coadmissible column is equivalent to the one in [25].
Let C P SSTInpp1
mqq be an admissible column with C “ T ad for T P Tnpn ´mq. Then
we define the following:
‚ lC : the tableau obtained by putting LT below pT Lqc,
‚ rC : the tableau obtained by putting T R below pRT qc.
‚ C˚ “ T ad˚.
For V P SSTInpp1
mqq, let V` and V´ be the subtableau of V with the positive (unbarred)
and negative (barred) letters, respectively.
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Lemma 4.3. Under the above hypothesis, we have
plCq` “ pT
Lqc “ pT ad˚q`, prCq` “ p
RT qc “ pT adq`,
plCq´ “
LT “ pT adq´, prCq´ “ T
R “ pT ad˚q´.
Remark 4.4. The notion of admissible and coadmissible columns has been introduced in
[4, 32]. For an admissible column C, one can check that lC and rC in this paper are equal
to those in [25, Definition 2.2.1].
Define splpCq “
P
lC, rC
T
to be the splitting form ofC. Note that splpCq is In-semistandard.
Let Ci P SSTInpp1
miqq (i “ 1, 2) be an admissible columns with m2 ě m1 and Ci “ T
ad
i
for Ti P Tnpn´miq. Following [25], define
(4.1) C2 ă C1 if
P
rC2, lC1
T
is In-semistandard.
Lemma 4.5. Under the above hypothesis, we have C2 ă C1 if and only if T2 ă T1.
Proof. It can be checked in a straightforward manner by using Lemma 4.3 that Definition
3.2(1) is equivalent to (4.1). 
The following is another characterization of KN tableaux [32, Theorem A.4].
Proposition 4.6. Let µ P Pn given. Let m1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mr be positive integers such that µ
1 “
pmr, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,m1q. For pCr, ¨ ¨ ¨ , C1q P SSTInpp1
mrqq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ,ˆSSTInpp1
m1qq, we haveP
Cr, ¨ ¨ ¨ , C1
T
P KNµ if and only if Ci`1 ă Ci for 1 ď i ď r ´ 1.
Proposition 4.7. For pλ, ℓq P PpSpqn, we have a bijection
(4.2) Tnpλ, ℓq // KNρnpλ,ℓq
T “ pTℓ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , T1q
✤ // Tad :“
P
T adℓ , ¨ ¨ ¨ , T
ad
1
T .
Proof. Let T “ pTℓ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , T1q P TApλ, ℓq be given. Put Ci “ T
ad
i for 1 ď i ď ℓ. Then
Tad “
P
Cℓ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , C1
T
is a tableau of shape ρnpλ, ℓq. By [32, Theorem A.4], T
ad PKNρnpλ,ℓq if and only if Ci`1 ă Ci
for 1 ď i ď ℓ´1. Hence by Proposition 4.5, we haveT P Tnpλ, ℓq if and only if S P KNρnpλ,ℓq.
The proof completes. 
Remark 4.8. The bijectivity of the map in Proposition 4.7 is also proved in [21, Theorem
3.14] by using the crystal structures on Tnpλ, ℓq and KNρnpλ,ℓq, while we do not use it here.
4.3. Admissibility and sl2-crystal. Let
(4.3) Fn “
ğ
0ďmď2n
SSTInpp1
mqq,
where we assume that SSTInpp1
mqq is the set of empty tableau when m “ 0 (cf. (2.2)).
Let C P SSTInpp1
mqq given. Recall that pC`q
c is the tableau in SSTrnsp1
n´lq such
that k¯ appears in pC`q
c if and only if k does not appear in C` for each k P rns, where
C` P SSTrnspp1
lqq.
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We define EC to be the unique tableau C 1 “ SSTInpp1
m´2qq such that
pC 1´, pC
1
`q
cq “ EpC´, pC`q
cq,
when EpC´, pC`q
cq ‰ 0, and EC “ 0 otherwise (see (2.1)). We define FC in a similar way.
Lemma 4.9. Under the above hypothesis,
(1) Fn is a regular sl2-crystal with respect to E and F,
(2) C P Fn is admissible if and only EC “ 0,
(3) we have a bijection
(4.4) Fn //
ğ
0ďaďn
KNp1n´aq ˆ Z{pa` 1qZ
C
✤ // pT, εpCqq
,
where εpCq “ maxt k |EkC ‰ 0 u, T “ EmaxC “ EεpCqC, and Z{pa ` 1qZ is under-
stood as the set t0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , au.
Proof. (1) It is clear that Fn is a regular sl2-crystal. (2) Let C P SSTInpp1
mqq be given
with ε “ εpCq. We may identify pC´, pC`q
cq as a skew tableau T of shape λpε, b, cq for some
b, c P Z` with rT “ 0. Let z be a letter in C or T . Then z can be moved to the right in
T by jeu de taquin or E if and only if z is the smallest letter in C which does not satisfy
Definition 4.1(1). This implies that C is admissible if and only if ε “ 0.
(3) Let C be given. By (2), EmaxC is admissible. If we let C 1 “ EεC, then pC 1´, pC
1
`q
cq is a
skew tableau of shape λp0, a, cq for some a, c P Z`, and hence C
1 P KNp1n´aq by Proposition
4.7. Since Fn is a regular sl2-crystal, we have εpCq ď a and ϕpCq ` εpCq “ a. The map
sending C to pEmaxC, εpCqq is reversible, and hence it gives the bijection. 
Example 4.10. For below C P F5, we have
C “
1
2
3
4
5¯
4¯
, pC´, pC`q
cq “
5¯ 5¯
4¯ , EpC´, pC`q
cq “
5¯
5¯ 4¯ .
Hence the image of C under (4.4) is
pT, εpCqq “
¨˚
˚˝ 12
3
5¯
, 1
‹˛‹‚.
4.4. Symplectic insertion. Let us review the insertion algorithm for KN tableaux of type
C in [25].
Let PlpCnq be the quotient of the free monoid generated by In subject to the relations:
(1) yzx “ yxz for x ď y ă z with z ‰ x¯,
(2) xzy “ zxy for x ă y ď z with z ‰ x¯,
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(3) ypx´ 1qpx´ 1q “ yxx¯ for 1 ă x ď n and x ď y ď x¯,
(4) xx¯y “ px ´ 1qpx ´ 1qy for 1 ă x ď n and x ď y ď x¯,
(5) if w “ wpCq for a non-admissible column C such that every proper subword is an
admissible column word (the word of an admissible column), and z is the smallest
letter in rns such that the pair pz, z¯q occurs in w with Npzq ą z, where Npzq is the
number of letters x in C such that x ď z or x ě z, then
w “ rw
where rw is the column word obtained by removing the pair pz, z¯q in w.
Denote by WIn the set of words with letters in In. For w,w
1 P WIn , write w
C
” w1 if
w “ w1 in PlpCnq.
Proposition 4.11 ([25]). For w PWIn , we have a unique KN tableau T such that w
C
” wpT q,
and denote it by P pwq.
For w PWIn , we may obtain P pwq by insertion algorithm. For x P In and T P KNλ, let
us first define xÑ T , insertion of x into T as follows. Assume that T “
P
Cr, ¨ ¨ ¨ , C1
T
.
Case 1. Suppose that wpCrqx is the reading word of an admissible column C
1
r. Then
pxÑ T q :“
P
C 1r, Cr´1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , C1
T
.
Case 2. Suppose that wpCrqx is not the word of a column tableau and then there exists a
letter x1 such that wpCrqx
C
” x1wpC 1rq for some admissible column C
1
r. Then we
consider insertion of x1 into T 1 “
P
Cr´1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , C1
T
. If it belongs to Case 1, then we
have px1 Ñ T 1q and let
(4.5) pxÑ T q “
P
C 1r, px
1 Ñ T 1q
T
.
Otherwise repeat the above step until we get to Case 1.
Case 3. Suppose that wpCrqx is the word of a non-admissible column whose strict subwords
are admissible and suppose ČwpCrqx “ y1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ys. Then
(4.6) pxÑ T q :“ pys Ñ pys´1 Ñ p¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ py1 Ñ T
1q ¨ ¨ ¨ qqq,
where T 1 “
P
Cr´1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , C1
T
.
We remark that Case 3 does not occur during the insertion on the right-hand side of (4.5)
and (4.6).
Now, let w “ x1 ¨ ¨ ¨xr PWIn be given. Define
Ppwq “ pxr Ñ pxr´1 Ñ p¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ px2 Ñ x1 q ¨ ¨ ¨ qqq.
and define Qpwq to be the sequence pQ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Qrq of partitions, where Qi is the shape of
Ppx1 ¨ ¨ ¨xiq for 1 ď i ď r. Note that Qpwq is an n-oscillating tableau of shape µ “ shpPpwqq,
that is, a sequence of partitions in Pn such that Qr “ µ and each pair pQi, Qi`1q differs by
one box for 1 ď i ď r ´ 1, i.e., Qi`1{Qi “ or Qi{Qi`1 “ .
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Proposition 4.12. We have a bijection
WIn
//
ğ
µPPn
KNµ ˆOTnpµq
w
✤ // pPpwq, Qpwqq
,
where OTnpµq is the set of n-oscillating tableaux of shape µ. Moreover, the map is an
isomorphism of sp2n-crystals, where the operators rei and rfi act on the first component on
the right-hand side.
Example 4.13. For w “ 15¯4¯25¯4¯3¯144¯2¯ PWI5 , we have
Ppwq “
1 1 5¯
5 5¯ 4¯
5¯ 3¯
4¯
and
Qpwq “
¨˚
˝ , , , , , , , , , , ‹˛‚.
4.5. Symplectic jeu de taquin. Let us briefly recall the algorithm of symplectic jeu de
taquin for KN tableaux of type C introduced in [32]. Our review is based on [25].
Let T be a tableau of skew shape with letters in In. We call T admissible if its columns
are admissible columns, and its splitting form splpT q is In-semistandard, where splpT q is the
tableau obtained by replacing each column Ti with splpTiq. Let us denote by KNζ{η the set
of admissible tableaux of shape ζ{η.
Let us say that T is punctured if a box in T is removed. We put ‚ in that position
and regard it as an entry in T to keep track of the empty box in the process of sliding.
We also say that a punctured tableau T is admissible if its columns are admissible and its
splitting form is In-semistandard when we ignore the puncture ‚. Here the puncture ‚ is
also duplicated in the splitting form.
Now, the symplectic jeu de taquin can be described in the following steps.
Step 1. Suppose that T is a punctured admissible tableau of skew shape with two columns,
say T “
P
C2, C1
Tpc2,c1q
. Suppose that ‚ is in the left column and splpT q is as follows.
(4.7)
...
...
...
...
‚ ‚ b b1
a a1 ...
...
...
...
where the boxes filled with a, a1 and b, b1 may be empty. Let T 1 be the tableau obtained by
applying the following process.
(1) Suppose that a1 ď b or the domino b b1 is empty. Then T 1 is such that splpT 1q is
given by switching ‚ ‚ and a a1 .
(2) Suppose that a1 ą b or the domino a a1 is empty.
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(2-a) If b P rns, then we have a column tableau C 12 given by exchanging ‚ with b
in C2, and a unique punctured admissible column C
1
1 such that pC
1
1q
˚ is given
by exchanging b with ‚ in C˚1 . Note that C
1
2 may not be admissible.
(2-b) If b P rns, then we have a unique admissible column C 12 such that pC
1
2q
˚ is
given by exchanging ‚ with b in pC2q
˚, and a unique punctured admissible
column C 11 given by exchanging b with ‚ in C1.
Then we put
T 1 “
P
C 12, C
1
1
Tpc2´1,c1q
.
Example 4.14.
T1 “
‚ 3
3 5¯
5¯ 3¯
4¯
2¯
splpT1q “
‚ ‚ 2 3
1 3 5¯ 5¯
5¯ 5¯ 3¯ 2¯
4¯ 4¯
2¯ 2¯
T 11 “
2 ‚
3 5¯
5¯ 2¯
4¯
2¯
“
2 5¯
3 2¯
5¯
4¯
2¯
T2 “
‚ 2
‚ 3
3 5¯
5 4¯
3¯ 2¯
1¯
splpT2q “
‚ ‚ 1 2
2 3 3 3
5 5 5¯ 5¯
‚ ‚ 4¯ 4¯
3¯ 2¯ 2¯ 1¯
1¯ 1¯
T 12 “
‚ 2
3 3
5 5¯
4¯ ‚
3¯ 2¯
1¯
“
‚ 2
3 3
5 5¯
4¯ 2¯
3¯
1¯
Step 2. Let T be an admissible tableau of skew shape, say
T “
P
Cr, ¨ ¨ ¨ , C1
Tpcr,¨¨¨ ,c1q
.
Let c be an inner corner at the the i-th column (from the right). Let C‚i denote the column
Ci with ‚ placed at the top.
We apply Step 1 to
P
C‚i , Ci´1
Tpci´1,ci´1q
to have
P
C 1i, C
1
i´1
Tpc1i,c1i´1q where ‚ has moved
to C 1i´1. Now, we repeat Step 1 until ‚ is placed at the bottom of the j-th column to have
T 1 “
P
¨ ¨ ¨ , Ci`1, C
1
i, ¨ ¨ ¨ , C
1
j , Cj´1, ¨ ¨ ¨
Tp¨¨¨ ,c1i,¨¨¨ ,c1j,¨¨¨ q,
for some j ď i, C 1i, ¨ ¨ ¨ , C
1
j and c
1
i, ¨ ¨ ¨ , c
1
j , where we ignore ‚ in the j-th column. It is shown
in [32] that if T 1 is not admissible, then C 1i is the only column which is not admissible. In
this case, we may regard C 1i as an admissible column with respect to
I1,n “ ta ă 1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă n ă n ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă 1 ă au,
for a formal symbol a, and let C2i be the unique admissible column such that wpC
2
i q
C
” wpC 1iq
with respect to In. Put
T 2 “
P
¨ ¨ ¨ , Ci`1, C
2
i , ¨ ¨ ¨ , C
1
j , Cj´1, ¨ ¨ ¨
Tp¨¨¨ ,ci,¨¨¨ ,c1j ,¨¨¨ q.
In this case, we have c1i “ ci ´ 1. Now we define
(4.8) jdtKN pT, cq “
$&%T 1 if T 1 is admissible,T 2 if T 1 has a non-admissible column.
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If shpT q “ ζ{η, then
shpjdtKN pT, cqq “
$&%α{η for some α Ĺ ζ if T 1 is non-admissible,α{β for some α Ĺ ζ, β Ĺ η if T 1 is admissible.
Moreover, by [25, Theorem 6.3.8], we have
wpjdtKN pT, cqq
C
” wpT q.
Hence by applying the jdtKNp ¨ , cq successively to the inner corners, we obtain a unique
KN tableau PpwpT qq by induction on |ζ| “
ř
i ζi.
5. Sliding algorithm for spinor model
5.1. Spinor model of a skew shape.
Definition 5.1. LetT “ pTℓ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , T1q P TApaℓqˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆTApa1q be given for some a1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , aℓ P
Z`. Let λ{µ be a skew diagram with λ, µ P Pℓ. We say that
(1) T is of shape λ{µ if
ai “ λi ´ µi, htpT
L
i`1q ` µi`1 ď htpT
L
i q ` µi p1 ď i ď ℓq,
(2) T is A-admissible of shape λ{µ if T is of shape λ{µ and for 1 ď i ď ℓ´ 1X
RTi`1, T
L
i
\
pµi`1,µiq
and
X
T Ri`1,
LTi
\
pλi`1,λiq
are A-semistandard.
We denote by TApλ{µ, ℓq the set of A-admissible tableaux of shape λ{µ.
When T is of shape λ{µ, let us often identify T with a tableau in PL given byX
T
\
pµℓ,¨¨¨ ,µ1q
“
X
Tℓ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , T1
\
pµℓ,¨¨¨ ,µ1q
:“
X
T Lℓ , T
R
ℓ , ¨ ¨ ¨ , T
L
1 , T
R
1
\
pµℓ,λℓ,¨¨¨ ,µ1,λ1q
.
Note that T does not necessarily correspond to a KN tableau of skew shape for arbitrary
A. So we may not apply the algorithm in Section 4.5 to have T1 P TApν, ℓq for some
pν, ℓq P PpSpqA. To overcome this problem, we introduce the notion of n-conjugate of T.
Definition 5.2. LetT “ pTℓ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , T1q P TApaℓqˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆTApa1q be given. Let pP pTq, QpTqq “
κApTq “ κApT
L
ℓ , T
R
ℓ , ¨ ¨ ¨ , T
L
1 , T
R
1 q with ν “ shpP pTqq, where κA is in (2.4).
For n ě ℓpνq, we define the n-conjugate of T to be the unique T “ pT ℓ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , T 1q P
Trnspaℓq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆTrnspa1q such that
κrns
`
T
˘
“ pP pTq, QpTqq “ pHν , QpTqq,
where Hν P SSTrnspνq is the highest weight element, that is, the i-th row from the top is
filled with n´ i` 1 for 1 ď i ď n.
Note that if we replace n with m ą n, then the corresponding T is given by replacing a
with a`m´ n for all a.
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Example 5.3. Suppose A “ I4|3 and take T “ pT3, T2, T1q P TAp1qˆTAp1qˆTAp2q below.
Then we have
T “
¨˚
˚˝ 2 4
3 21
11
,
1 1
2 3
11 21
31
,
2 21
11 21
11
31
‹˛‹‚ , κApT q “
¨˚
˚˝˚˚ 1 1 2 11 212 2 3 21 31
3 4 11 21
11 21 31
11
,
1 1 2 2 4
2 2 3 5
3 3 4 6
4 4 5
6 6
‹˛‹‹‹‚.
Hence the 5-conjugate T, the inverse image of pHν , QpTqq under κr5s with ν “ p5, 5, 4, 3, 1q,
is
T “
¨˚
˚˝ 5¯ 3¯
4¯ 2¯
2¯
,
5¯ 5¯
4¯ 4¯
3¯ 3¯
1¯
,
5¯ 5¯
4¯ 4¯
3¯
2¯
‹˛‹‚.
The following two lemmas play an important role in this paper.
Lemma 5.4. Under the above hypothesis, T is A-admissible of shape λ{µ if and only if its
n-conjugate T is rns-admissible of shape λ{µ.
Proof. It follows directly from [19, Lemma 6.2] and QpTq “ QpTq. 
Lemma 5.5. Under the above hypothesis, T is rns-admissible of shape λ{µ if and only ifP
T
ad
ℓ , ¨ ¨ ¨ , T
ad
1
Tρµ1 pµ,ℓq
is admissible of shape ρn`µ1pλ, ℓq{ρµ1pµ, ℓq.
pµ1qπ
ρn`µ1pλ, ℓq
ρµ1pµ, ℓq
pλ1qπ
pµ1qπρµ1pµ, ℓq
n
µ1
ℓ
Proof. Suppose that T is rns-admissible of shape λ{µ. Let m be a sufficiently large positive
integer. Let X “ tum ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă u1 ă 1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă n u be a linearly ordered set of degree 0,
where u1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , um are formal symbols, and let X “ tn ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă 1 ă u1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă um u of degree
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0 similarly. Since T is rns-admissible of shape λ{µ, there exists S “ pSℓ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , S1q P TXpλ, ℓq,
where T can be obtained from S by ignoring the letters in tu1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , um u.
Let Im,n “ tum ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă u1 ă 1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă n ă n ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă 1 ă u1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă um u.
We may define Sad “ pSadℓ , ¨ ¨ ¨ , S
ad
1 q as in Proposition 4.7, which is a KN tableaux of
shape ρm`npλ, ℓq with letters in Im,n. Then we can check that
P
T adℓ , ¨ ¨ ¨ , T
ad
1
Tρµ1 pµ,ℓq can
be obtained from
P
Sadℓ , ¨ ¨ ¨ , S
ad
1
T
by ignoring the letters in tum, ¨ ¨ ¨u1 u. This implies thatP
T adℓ , ¨ ¨ ¨ , T
ad
1
Tρµ1 pµ,ℓq is In-admissible of shape ρn`µ1pλ, ℓq{ρµ1pµ, ℓq. The proof of the con-
verse is similar. 
The following is an analogue of Proposition 4.7 for skew shapes.
Corollary 5.6. We have a bijection
(5.1) Tnpλ{µ, ℓq // KNρn`µ1pλ,ℓq{ρµ1 pµ,ℓq
T “
X
Tℓ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , T1
\
pµℓ,¨¨¨ ,µ1q
✤ // Tad :“
P
T adℓ , ¨ ¨ ¨ , T
ad
1
Tρµ1 pµ,ℓq
.
Example 5.7. For T “
X
T3, T2, T1
\
p0,1,2q
P T5pλ{µ, 3q with λ “ p4, 2, 1q and µ “ p2, 1, 0q
given below, we have Tad PKNp6,5,3q1{p2,1,0q1 as follows.
4¯ 2¯
3¯ 1¯
1¯
5¯ 5¯
4¯ 4¯
2¯ 2¯
1¯
5¯ 5¯
4¯ 2¯
3¯
1¯
3
3 5¯
3 5¯ 3¯
5 4¯
3¯ 2¯
1¯
T “
X
T3, T2, T1
\
p0,1,2q T
ad “
P
T ad3 , T
ad
2 , T
ad
1
Tp2,1,0q
5.2. Jeu de taquin for spinor model of a skew shape. Now, let us introduce an
analogue of jeu de taquin for T P TApλ{µ, ℓq.
5.2.1. We first consider the case when ℓ “ 2. Suppose that T “ pT2, T1q P TApa2qˆTApa1q
is given for some a1, a2 P Z`. Let
dpT1, T2q “ min
!
d
ˇˇˇ
d P Z`,
X
T2, T1
\
p0,dq
is A-admissible (of a skew shape)
)
.
Note that we have T2 ă T1 if and only if dpT1, T2q “ 0. Let us assume that T “
pT L2 , T
R
2 , T
L
1 , T
R
1 q P E
4
A. Recall that
(5.2) Ea23 T “ p
LT2,
RT2, T
L
1 , T
R
1 q, E
a1
1 T “ pT
L
2 , T
R
2 ,
LT1,
RT1q.
Suppose that d “ dpT1, T2q ą 0. Let us define T
1 “ pT 12, T
1
1q to be the pair obtained by
applying a sequence of jeu de taquin’s as follows:
Case 1. Suppose that
X
RT2, T
L
1
\
p0,d´1q
is not A-semistandard. Then we put
(5.3) T1 “ pU4, U3, U2, U1q “
$&%Fa2´13 E2Ea23 T if ε3pE2Ea23 Tq “ 0,Fa23 E2Ea23 T if ε3pE2Ea23 Tq “ 1.
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Case 2. Suppose that
X
RT2, T
L
1
\
p0,d´1q
is A-semistandard, but
X
T R2 ,
LT1
\
p0,d´1q
is not. Then
we put
(5.4) T1 “ pU4, U3, U2, U1q “ F
a1`1
1 F2E
a1
1 T.
Lemma 5.8. Under the above hypothesis, T1 is well-defined.
Proof. First, consider Case 1. Since
X
RT2, T
L
1
\
p0,d´1q
is not A-semistandard, we have
ε2pE
a2
3 Tq ą 0 and hence E2E
a2
3 T ‰ 0. Let
pV4, V3, V2, V1q “ E2E
a2
3 T.
Since E2
X
LT2,
RT2, T
L
1 , T
R
1
\
p0,0,d,d`a1q
“
X
V4, V3, V2, V1
\
p0,1,d´1,d`a1q
, it is not difficult to see
that ε3pE2E
a2
3 Tq “ 0, 1. Hence T
1 is well-defined. Similarly, we can check the well-
definedness of T1 in Case 2. 
Example 5.9. Suppose that A “ I4|3.
(1) The following is an example of Case 1 with ε3pE2E
a2
3 Tq “ 0.
1 1
2 3
11 21
31
2 21
11 21
11
31
1
2
11
31
1
3
21
2
11
11
31
21
21
1
2
11
1
3
21
31
2
11
11
31
21
21
ÝÑ ÝÑ
E3
T “
X
T2, T1
\
p0,1q
4 3 2 1 4 3 2 1
1
2
11
1
3
21
2
11
11
31
31
21
21
1 1
2 3
11 21
2 21
11 21
11
31
31
ÝÑ ÝÑ
E2
T1 “
X
T 12, T
1
1
\4 3 2 1
(2) The following is an example of Case 2.
2 4
3 21
11
1 1
2 3
11 21 2
3
11
4
21
1
2
11
1
3
21 2
3
11
2
4
21
1
11
1
3
21ÝÑ ÝÑ
F2
T “
X
T2, T1
\
p0,2q
4 3 2 1 4 3 2 1
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2
3
11
2
4
21
1
3
11
1
21 2 2
3 4
11 21
1 1
3 21
11ÝÑ ÝÑ
F1
T1 “
X
T 12, T
1
1
\
p0,1q
4 3 2 1
(3) The following is an example of Case 1 with ε3pE2E
a2
3 Tq “ 1.
2 2
3 4
11 21
1 1
3 21
11
2
3
11
2
4
21
1
3
11
1
21 2
3
11
2
4
1
3
11
21
1
21 2 2
3 4
11
1 1
3 21
11
21
E2
4 3 2 1 4 3 2 1
T “
X
T2, T1
\
p0,1q
T1 “
X
T 12, T
1
1
\
Proposition 5.10. Under the above hypothesis, there exist unique T1 “ pT 12, T
1
1q such that
T1 “ pT 12, T
1
1q P TApa2 ` 2ε´ 1q ˆTApa1 ` 1q,
dpT 11, T
1
2q ď dpT1, T2q ´ 1,
where ε “ ε3pE2E
a2
3 Tq in Case 1, and ε “ 0 otherwise.
Proof. Suppose first that A “ rns. Let d “ dpT1, T2q. Since
X
T2, T1
\
p0,dq
is rns-admissible,
we have
P
T ad2 , T
ad
1
Tpd,0q
is admissible by Lemma 5.5.
Let T “
P
C2, C1
Tpc2,c1q
“
P
T ad2 , T
ad
1
Tpd,0q
. Let c be the inner corner of T . We claim that
the algorithm in Section 4.5 to have T 1 “ jdtKN pT, cq corresponds to either (5.3) or (5.4).
First, we put ‚ at the top of C2 and apply Step 1.(1) as far as possible to have (4.7).
Since d “ dpT1, T2q, we should apply Step 1.(2) to (4.7) with a
1 ą b.
Suppose that b P rns. Then it is straightforward to see from Lemma 4.3 and (5.2) that
applying Step 1.(2-b) and sliding ‚ to the bottom of the column corresponds to (5.4). This
implies that pU4, U3q “ ppT
1
2q
L, pT 12q
Rq for some T 12 P Tnpa2´ 1q and pU2, U1q “ ppT
1
1q
L, pT 11q
Rq
for some T 11 P Tnpa1` 1q. Furthermore, since T
1 “
P
C 12, C
1
1
Tpc2´1,c1q
, it follows from Lemma
5.5 that
X
T 12, T
1
1
\
p0,d´1q
is A-admissible and
(5.5) pT1qad “ T 1 “
P
C 12, C
1
1
Tpc2´1,c1q
,
where pT1qad is given in Corollary 5.6. This implies that dpT 11, T
1
2q ď d´ 1.
Next, suppose that b P rns. It is easy to see that exchanging ‚ with b in Step 1.(2-a) to
have C 11 corresponds to E2E
a2
3 T. If C
1
2 is admissible, which is equivalent to ε3pE2E
a2
3 Tq “ 0,
then the process to have C 12 corresponds to applying F
a2´1
3 to E2E
a2
3 T. As in the previous
case,
X
T 12, T
1
1
\
p0,d´1q
is A-admissible with (5.5), which implies dpT 11, T
1
2q ď dpT1, T2q ´ 1.
On the other hand, if C 12 is not admissible, which is equivalent to ε3pE2E
a2
3 Tq “ 1,
then it is not difficult to see that the process to have C22 corresponds to applying F
a2
3 to
E2E
a2
3 T. Hence, we have pU4, U3q “ ppT
1
2q
L, pT 12q
Rq for some T 12 P Tnpa2 ` 1q and pU2, U1q “
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ppT 11q
L, pT 11q
Rq for some T 11 P Tnpa1`1q. In this case, we have T
1 “
P
C22 , C
1
1
Tpc2,c1q
, and henceX
T 12, T
1
1
\
p0,dq
is A-admissible.
Moreover, it can be shown that
P
C22 , C
1
1
Tpc2´1,c1q
is also admissible, hence
X
T 12, T
1
1
\
p0,d´1q
is A-admissible with (5.5), which implies dpT 11, T
1
2q ď dpT1, T2q ´ 1.
Now, suppose that A is arbitrary. Let T be the n-conjugate of T for a sufficiently large n.
Let X be the composite of operators Ei and Fi in (5.3) or (5.4). Then we have by definition
of T and Lemma 2.4
(5.6) QpXTq “ XQpTq “ XQpTq “ QpXTq.
By the previous arguments for the case of A “ rns, there exists T
1
“ pT
1
2, T
1
1q such that
XT “ T
1
P Tnpa2 ` 2ε´ 1q ˆTnpa1 ` 1q.
By Lemma [19, Lemma 6.2] and (5.6), we have T1 “ pT 12, T
1
1q such that
XT “ T1 P TApa2 ` 2ε´ 1q ˆTApa1 ` 1q,
and the n-conjugate of T 1i is T
1
i for i “ 1, 2. Finally, it follows from the arguments for
A “ rns and Lemma 5.4 that dpT 11, T
1
2q ď dpT1, T2q ´ 1. 
Definition 5.11. For T “ pT2, T1q P TApa2q ˆTApa1q with dpT1, T2q ą 0, we define
jdtspinpTq “ T
1,
where T1 is given in (5.3) and (5.4).
The following corollaries follow from the proof of Proposition 5.10.
Corollary 5.12. Under the above hypothesis, if A “ rns, then we have`
jdtspinpTq
˘ad
“ jdtKN
`
Tad, c
˘
,
where c is the inner corner of Tad.
Corollary 5.13. Under the above hypothesis, we have
jdtspinpTq “ jdtspinpTq,`
jdtspinpTq
˘ad
“ jdtKN
´
T
ad
, c
¯
,
where ¨ denotes the n-conjugate for a sufficiently large n, p ¨ qad is given in (4.2), and c is
the inner corner of T
ad
.
5.2.2. Now we consider a general case. Let λ{µ be a skew diagram with λ, µ P Pℓ and let
T “ pTℓ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , T1q P TApλ{µ, ℓq be given. Let c be an inner corner of λ{µ in the i-th column
from the right.
Let us define an analogue of jeu de taquin sliding on T with respect to c. We first take
a sufficiently large n and the n-conjugate T of T. Then we consider
(5.7) jdtKN
´
T
ad
, b
¯
,
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where b is the inner corner of T
ad
in the pi` 1q-th column from the right and p ¨ qad is as in
(4.2).
Recall that (5.7) is obtained by applying a sequence of jdtKN to two neighboring com-
ponents in T
ad
(see Step 2. in Section 4.5). By Definition 5.11 and Corollary 5.13, there
exists a composite of operators Ei and Fi, say X, such that
`
XT
˘ad
“ jdtKN
´
T
ad
, b
¯
.
Definition 5.14. Under the above hypothesis, we define
(5.8) jdtspinpT, cq “ XT.
Note that jdtspinpT, cq is independent of the choice of X since´
jdtspinpT, cq
¯ad
“
`
XT
˘ad
“
`
XT
˘ad
“ jdtKN
´
T
ad
, b
¯
,
and ¨ and p ¨ qad are injective.
Theorem 5.15. Let λ{µ be a skew diagram with λ, µ P Pℓ and let T “ pTℓ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , T1q P
TApλ{µ, ℓq be given. There exists a unique PpTq P TApν, ℓq for some pν, ℓq P PpSpqA, which
can be obtained from T by applying jdtspinp ¨ , cq finitely many times with respect to inner
corners. In particular, if A “ rns, then we have
PpTqad “ P
`
w
`
Tad
˘˘
.
Proof. Let us first prove the existence of PpTq. Let T be the n-conjugate of T for a
sufficiently large n. Let U “ T and V “ T
ad
. By Section 4.5, there exists a sequence
V “ V0, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Vr such that
(5.9) Vi`1 “ jdtKNpVi, biq p1 ď i ď r ´ 1q,
for some inner corner bi in shpViq, and Vr P KNδ for some δ P Pn with δ1 ď ℓ. By
Corollary 5.13, there exists a sequence U “ U0, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Ur such that U
ad
i “ Vi and
(5.10) Ui`1 “ jdtspinpUi, ciq p1 ď i ď r ´ 1q
for some inner corners ci in shpUiq. Again by Corollary 5.13, there exists a sequence T “
T0, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Tr such that Ti “ Ui (the n-conjugate of Ti) and
(5.11) Ti`1 “ jdtspinpTi, ciq p1 ď i ď r ´ 1q.
SinceVr P KNδ, we conclude from Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5 thatTr P TApν, ℓq with ρnpν, ℓq “ δ.
We put PpTq “ Tr.
Now let us prove the uniqueness. Suppose that there exists a sequence T “ T10, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,T
1
s
such that T1i`1 “ jdtspinpT
1
i, c
1
iq for some c
1
i p1 ď i ď s ´ 1q and T
1
s P TApξ, ℓq for some
pξ, ℓq P PpSpqA. We claim that Tr “ T
1
s.
If we put U1i “ T
1
i and V
1
i “ pU
1
iq
ad for 1 ď i ď s, then they also satisfy (5.9) and (5.10)
by Corollary 5.13. We have V1s P KNρnpξ,ℓq by Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5. By Proposition 4.11,
we have
V1s “ PpwpV
1
0qq “ PpwpV0qq “ Vr,
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and hence ξ “ ν. On the other hand, let X and X1 be composites of Ei and Fi p1 ď i ď 2ℓ´1q
such that
XT “ Tr, X
1T “ T1s,
which implies XU “ Ur and X
1U “ U1s, respectively. Since Vr “ V
1
s, we have XU “ Ur “
U1s “ X
1U, and
QpXTq “ XQpTq “ XQpUq “ QpXUq
“ QpX1Uq “ X1QpUq “ XQpTq “ QpX1Tq.
Recall that QpTq “ QpUq by definition of the n-conjugate. Since P pXTq “ P pTq “ P pX1Tq,
we have ΦApTrq “ ΦApT
1
sq and hence Tr “ T
1
s by Theorem 3.5.
Finally, if A “ rns, then it follows directly from Corollary 5.12 that PpTqad “ P pw pTadqq.
This completes the proof. 
Example 5.16. Let T “
X
T3, T2, T1
\
p0,1,2q
be the tableau in Example 5.3. Then PpTq can
be obtained as follows (for detailed computation, see Example 5.9)
2 4
3 21
11
1 1
2 3
11 21
31
2 21
11 21
11
31
c1
2 4
3 21
11
1 1
2 3
11 21
c2
2 21
11 21
11
31
31
jdtspinpT, c1q
T “
X
T3, T2, T1
\
p0,1,2q
T1 “
X
T 13, T
1
2, T
1
1
\
p0,2,2q
2 2
3 4
11 21
1 1
3 21
11
c3
2 21
11 21
11
31
31
2 2
3 4
11
1 1
3 21
11
21
2 21
11 21
11
31
31
jdtspinpT1, c2q jdtspinpT2, c3q
T2 “
X
T 23 , T
2
2 , T
2
1
\
p0,1,1q
PpTq “
X
T33 , T
3
2 , T
3
1
\
where
jdtspinpT, c1q “ E2E3T,
jdtspinpT1, c2q “ F3F4T1,
jdtspinpT2, c3q “ E4T2.
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The corresponding jeu de taquin for the 5-conjugate U and V “ Uad are given as follows.
5¯ 3¯
4¯ 2¯
2¯
5¯ 5¯
4¯ 4¯
3¯ 3¯
1¯
5¯ 5¯
4¯ 4¯
3¯
2¯
c1
5¯ 3¯
4¯ 2¯
2¯
5¯ 5¯
4¯ 4¯
3¯ 3¯
c2
5¯ 5¯
4¯ 4¯
3¯
2¯
1¯
jdtspinpU, c1q
U U1
5¯ 4¯
4¯ 3¯
2¯ 2¯
5¯ 5¯
4¯ 3¯
3¯
c3
5¯ 5¯
4¯ 4¯
3¯
2¯
1¯
5¯ 4¯
4¯ 3¯
2¯
5¯ 5¯
4¯ 3¯
3¯
2¯
5¯ 5¯
4¯ 4¯
3¯
2¯
1¯
jdtspinpU1, c2q jdtspinpU2, c3q
U2 PpUq
b1 1
2 5¯
1 5¯ 4¯
4 4¯
4¯ 3¯
2¯
1 5¯
b2 2 4¯
1 5¯
4 4¯
4¯ 3¯
2¯
b3 1 5¯
1 2 4¯
5 5¯
5¯ 3¯
4¯
2¯
1 1 5¯
5 5¯ 4¯
5¯ 3¯
4¯
jdtKN pV, b1q jdtKN pV1, b2q jdtKN pV2, b3q
V V1 V2 PpVq
6. Recording tableaux for spinor model
6.1. Oscillating tableaux of shape pλ, ℓq. Recall that an oscillating tableau is a sequence
of partitions Q “ pQ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Qsq for some s ě 1 such that each pair pQi, Qi`1q differs by one
box for 1 ď i ď s´1. We say that Q “ pQ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Qsq is vertical if Q1 Ĺ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ĺ Qr Ľ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ľ Qs
for some 1 ď r ď s and Qr{Q1 and Qr{Qs is a skew diagram of vertical strip. We denote
by |Q| “ s the length of Q.
Let pλ, ℓq P PpSpq be given. For n ě λ1, we define Opλ, ℓ;nq to be the set of a sequence
of oscillating tableaux Q “ pQp1q : ¨ ¨ ¨ : Qpℓqq such that
(1) Q is itself an oscillating tableau,
(2) Qpiq “ pQi,1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Qi,siq is a vertical oscillating tableau for 1 ď i ď ℓ,
(3) ℓpQi,jq ď n for 1 ď i ď ℓ and 1 ď j ď si,
(4) Q1,1 “ and Qℓ,sℓ “ ρnpλ, ℓq.
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Let us consider a stable limit of Q. More precisely, let σpQq “ p pQp1q : ¨ ¨ ¨ : pQpℓqq, wherepQpiq is a vertical oscillating tableau with | pQpiq| “ si ` 1 given as follows;pQpiq “ ppiq YQi´1,si´1 , piq YQi,1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , piq YQi,siq p1 ď i ď ℓq.
Here we note thatQi,k is partition with ℓpQ
1
i,kq ď i for 1 ď k ď si sinceQ
pjq is vertical for 1 ď
j ď i´1, and denote by piqYQi,k the partition obtained by adding i to Qi,k as its first part.
Hence σpQq “ p pQp1q : ¨ ¨ ¨ : pQpℓqq P Opλ, ℓ;n` 1q. Indeed, σ : Opλ, ℓ;nq ÝÑ Opλ, ℓ;n` 1q is
a bijection for n ě λ1, and induces an equivalence relation on
Ů
něλ1
Opλ, ℓ;nqˆ tnu, where
(6.1) pQ1,mq „ pQ,nq if and only if σm´npQq “ Q1,
for Q1 P Opλ, ℓ;mq and Q P Opλ, ℓ;nq with m ě n. For example, if
pQp1q : Qp2qq “
¨˚
˝ , , : , , , ‹˛‚,
then
p pQp1q, pQp2qq “
¨˚
˚˝ , , , : , , , , ‹˛‹‚.
We define
Opλ, ℓq “ t rQ,ns |Q P Opλ, ℓ;nq pn ě λ1q u,
where rQ,ns is the equivalence class of Q P Opλ, ℓ;nq with respect to (6.1). We call rQ,ns
an oscillating tableau of shape pλ, ℓq.
Remark 6.1. Let Q “ pQp1q : ¨ ¨ ¨ : Qpℓqq P Opλ, ℓ;nq with |Qpiq| “ si. Each Q
piq can be
identified as a tableau U piq in SSTInpp1
siqq for 1 ď i ď ℓ, where a (resp. a) occurs in U piq
if and only if a box is added (resp. removed) in the a-th row in Qpiq. Hence we may view
Qpiq P Fn (4.3), and apply E and F. Indeed, EQ
piq (resp. FQpiq) corresponds to removing
(resp. adding) two components in Qpiq if it is not 0.
Next, let us define the weights of the elements in Opλ, ℓq. Let a “ pa1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , aℓq P Z
ℓ
`
be given. We assume that n is sufficiently large so that n ´ ai ą 0 for 1 ď i ď ℓ. Define
Opλ, ℓ;nqa to be the set of Q “ pQ
p1q : ¨ ¨ ¨ : Qpℓqq P Opλ, ℓ;nq such that
(6.2) |Qpiq| “ pn´ aiq ` 2εpQ
piqq p1 ď i ď ℓq,
where Qpiq is viewed an element in the regular sl2-crystal Fn by Remark 6.1.
Lemma 6.2. Under the above hypothesis,
(1) ϕpQpiqq ` εpQpiqq “ ai for 1 ď i ď ℓ,
(2) εpQpiqq “ εp pQpiqq for 1 ď i ď ℓ, where σpQq “ p pQp1q : ¨ ¨ ¨ : pQpℓqq,
(3) σ pOpλ, ℓ;nqaq Ă Opλ, ℓ;n` 1qa.
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Proof. Consider Qpiq. If EQpiq “ 0, then the tableau U piq P SSTJnpp1
n´aiqq corresponding
to Qpiq is admissible by Lemma 4.9(2). So, in general, each Qpiq belongs to a regular sl2-
crystal with the highest weight ai by (6.2), and ϕpQ
piqq ` εpQpiqq “ ai for 1 ď i ď ℓ. This
proves (1).
Let pU piq correspond to pQpiq. Then it is obtained from U piq by replacing k (resp. k) with
k ` 1 (resp. k ` 1), and adding the box 1 at the top. Then both ppU piq` qc and pU piq´ are
obtained by replacing k¯ with k ` 1 and so we obtain (2).
Finally, we have | pQpiq| “ |Qpiq| ` 1 “ pn ` 1 ´ aiq ` 2εpQpiqq “ pn ` 1 ´ aiq ` 2εp pQpiqq,
which implies (3). 
Hence by Lemma 6.2, we have the following weight decomposition
Opλ, ℓq “
ğ
aPZℓ`
Opλ, ℓqa,
where Opλ, ℓqa is the set of equivalence classes rQ,ns of Q P Opλ, ℓ;nqa. We call rQ,ns P
Opλ, ℓqa an oscillating tableau of shape pλ, ℓq with weight a.
Example 6.3. Consider an oscillating tableau Q “ pQp1q : Qp2q : Qp3qq P Opλ, ℓ;nq with
λ “ p3, 2, 1q, ℓ “ 3, and n “ 5 as follows.
Q “
¨˚
˚˝ , , , , , , : , , , :
, , , , , ‹˛‹‚.
If we consider each Qpiq as an element in Fn, then we see that εpQ
p1qq “ 2, εpQp2qq “ 0, and
εpQp3qq “ 1 and hence the weight of rQ,ns is a “ p2, 1, 1q.
6.2. Admissible oscillating tableaux. Let pλ, ℓq P PpSpq be given. For n ě λ1, let
O˝pλ, ℓ;nq “
!
Q
ˇˇˇ
Q “ pQp1q : ¨ ¨ ¨ : Qpℓqq P Opλ, ℓ;nq, εpQpiqq “ 0 p1 ď i ď ℓq
)
.
For a P Zℓ` and a sufficiently large n, let O˝pλ, ℓ;nqa “ O˝pλ, ℓ;nq X Opλ, ℓ;nqa. By
Lemma 6.2, we have σ pO˝pλ, ℓ;nqaq Ă O˝pλ, ℓ;n` 1qa. Hence we have the following weight
decomposition
O˝pλ, ℓq :“
ğ
aPZℓ`
O˝pλ, ℓqa,
where O˝pλ, ℓqa is the set of equivalence classes rQ,ns of Q P O˝pλ, ℓ;nqa. We call O˝pλ, ℓq
the set of admissible oscillating tableaux of shape pλ, ℓq.
Proposition 6.4. For pλ, ℓq P PpSpq and a “ pa1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , aℓq P Z
ℓ
`, we have a bijection
(6.3) Opλ, ℓqa // O˝pλ, ℓqa ˆ Z{pa` 1qZ
rQ,ns ✤ // prQ˝, ns, εpQqq
,
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where Z{pa` 1qZ “ Z{pa1 ` 1qZˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Z{paℓ ` 1qZ, and
Q˝ “ pE
maxQp1q : ¨ ¨ ¨ : EmaxQpℓqq, εpQq “
´
εpQp1qq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , εpQpℓqq
¯
,
for Q “ pQp1q : ¨ ¨ ¨ : Qpℓqq P Opλ, ℓ;nqa.
Proof. The map is a well-defined bijection by Lemmas 4.9(3) and 6.2(2). 
Example 6.5. Let rQ, 5s P Opλ, ℓq be given in Example 6.3. Then the image of rQ, 5s under
(6.3) is
rpEmaxQp1q : EmaxQp2q : EmaxQp3qq, p2, 0, 1qs,
where
EmaxQp1q “
˜
, ,
¸
,
EmaxQp2q “
¨˚
˚˝ , , , ‹˛‹‚,
EmaxQp3q “
¨˚
˝ , , , ‹˛‚.
6.3. King tableaux. Let us recall another combinatorial model for irreducible symplectic
characters. For ℓ ě 2, let
Jℓ “ t 1 ă 1 ă 2 ă 2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ℓ ă ℓ u,
where we assume that all the entries are of degree 0.
For pλ, ℓq P PpSpq, let Kpλ, ℓq be the set of T P SSTJℓpλq such that all entries in the
ith row are larger than or equal to i. It is known as the set of King tableaux of shape λ.
For n ě λ1, let Kpλ, ℓ;nq denote the set Kpλ, ℓq, where the columns of the tableaux are
enumerated by n, n´ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1 from the left.
Let K P Kpλ, ℓ;nq be given. We define a sequence of vertical oscillating tableaux
QpK;nq “ pQp1q : ¨ ¨ ¨ : Qpℓqq as follows:
(1) the letter i is contained in the jth column of K if and only if there is no step in Qpiq
such that a box is added in the jth row,
(2) the letter i¯ is contained in the jth column of K if and only if there is a step in Qpiq
such that a box is deleted in the jth row.
Theorem 6.6. [29, Theorem 2.7] For λ Ď pnℓq, we have a bijection
Kpλ, ℓ;nq // Opλ, ℓ;nq
K
✤ // QpK;nq
.
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Example 6.7. Let λ “ p3, 2, 1q Ď p53q with n “ 5 and ℓ “ 3 and
K “
1¯ 1¯ 2
3 3¯
3¯
P Kpλ, ℓ;nq.
Then
QpK;nq “
¨˚
˚˝ , , , , , , : , , , :
, , , , , ‹˛‹‚.
Corollary 6.8. For λ Ď pnℓq, we have a bijection
(6.4) Kpλ, ℓq // Opλ, ℓq
K
✤ // rQpK;nq, ns
.
Proof. It follows from the definition of QpK;nq and σ that σpQpK;nqq “ QpK;n` 1q for
K P Kpλ, ℓ;nq. Hence the map is a well-defined bijection. 
7. Symplectic RSK correspondence
7.1. Pieri rule for spinor model. Let a “ pa1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , aℓq P Z
ℓ
` be given. Let T “
pTℓ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , T1q P TApaℓqˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆTApa1q be given. We may regardT “ pTℓ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , T1q P TApζ{η, ℓq
for some skew diagram ζ{η with ζ, η P Pℓ.
By Theorem 5.15, there exists a unique PpTq P TApλ, ℓq for some pλ, ℓq P PpSpqA, which
is obtained by applying jdtspinp ¨ , cq finitely many times with respect to inner corners c.
Let us define a recording tableau for PpTq. We choose first a sufficiently large n. Let
T “ pT ℓ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , T 1q be the n-conjugate of T. By Corollary 5.6, T
ad
P KNα{β for some skew
diagram α{β. Let
QpT;nq :“ Q
´
T
ad
¯
,
where the right-hand side means Qpwq for w “ wpT
ad
q given in Proposition 4.12.
Lemma 7.1. Under the above hypothesis, we have
(1) QpT;nq P O˝pλ, ℓ;nqa,
(2) σpQpT;nqq “ QpT;n` 1q.
Proof. (1) Note that
T
ad
“
P
T
ad
ℓ , ¨ ¨ ¨ , T
ad
1
Tβ
,
where T
ad
i P SSTInpp1
n´aiqq. Let wpiq “ wi,1 ¨ ¨ ¨wi,n´ai “ wpT
ad
i q. For 1 ď i ď ℓ and
1 ď k ď n´ ai, put
(7.1) Qi,k “ shP
´
wp1q ¨ ¨ ¨wpi´1qwi,1 ¨ ¨ ¨wi,k
¯
,
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where we assume that wp0q is the empty word. Then by Lemma 4.9 and Proposition 4.12
we have
‚ Qpiq “ pQi,1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Qi,n´aiq is a vertical oscillating tableau with εpQ
piqq “ 0,
‚ QpT;nq “ Qpwp1q ¨ ¨ ¨wpℓqq “ pQp1q : ¨ ¨ ¨ : Qpℓqq,
which implies that QpT;nq P O˝pλ, ℓ;nqa.
(2) It can be checked in a straightforward manner. So we leave it to the reader. 
Now, we define
(7.2) Q˝pTq “ rQpT;nq, ns P O˝pλ, ℓqa,
which is well-defined by Lemma 7.1. The following is one of the main results in this paper.
Theorem 7.2. For a “ pa1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , aℓq P Z
ℓ
`, we have a bijection
(7.3) TApaℓq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆTApa1q //
ğ
pλ,ℓqPPpSpqA
TApλ, ℓq ˆO˝pλ, ℓqa
T
✤ // pPpTq, Q˝pTqq
.
Proof. Let T be given. Choose a sufficiently large n and let T be the n-conjugate of T.
Put U “ T and V “ Uad. By Corollary 5.13, we have the following commuting diagram:
(7.4) T ✤
Y
1
//
❴

PpTq
❴

U
✤ Y
1
//
❴
ad

PpUq
❴
ad

V
✤ Y // PpVq
where Y is a sequence of jdtKN ’s (4.8), and Y
1 is the corresponding sequence of jdtspin’s
(5.8). Recall Q˝pTq “ rQpVq, ns.
Let us first prove the injectivity of the map. Let T1 be given such that pPpTq, Q˝pTqq “
pPpT1q, Q˝pT
1qq. Let U1 be its n-conjugate and V “ U1
ad
. By definition, this implies that
PpVq “ PpV1q and QpVq “ QpV1q. We claim that
(7.5) KNpn´aℓq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆKNpn´a1q
//
ğ
pλ,ℓqPPpSpqn
KNρnpλ,ℓq ˆO˝pλ, ℓ;nqa
V
✤ // pPpVq, QpVqq
.
is a bijection. In fact, the map is a morphism of sp2n-crystals by Proposition 4.12, which
in particular implies that QpVq is constant on its connected component. Using the combi-
natorial rule of tensor product decomposition [31], we see that QpVq uniquely determines a
highest weight element in the connected component and hence the map is injective. On the
other hand, for a given pair pHρnpλ,ℓq, Qq on the right-hand side of (7.5), one can construct
directly T such that reiT “ 0 for 1 ď i ď n and QpTq “ Q again by [31]. This implies the
surjectivity of (7.5). Hence, we have V “ V1 and T “ T1 by (7.4).
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The surjectivity of the map follows from (7.4) and the bijection (7.5). 
Example 7.3. Let T “ pT3, T2, T1q be given in Example 5.3. By Example 5.16, we get
PpTq “
¨˚
˚˝˚˚
2 2
3 4
11
,
1 1
3 21
11
21
,
2 21
11 21
11
31
31
‹˛‹‹‹‚.
Since
T
ad
“
1
2 5¯
1 5¯ 4¯
4 4¯
4¯ 3¯
2¯
,
we have by Example 4.13
Q˝pTq “
»—–
¨˚
˝ , , : , , , : , , , ‹˛‚ , 5
fiffifl .
7.2. RSK correspondence. The goal of this subsection is to establish an analogue of RSK
correspondence for spinor model.
Lemma 7.4. We have a bijection.
FA //
ğ
a
TApaq ˆ Z{pa` 1qZ
T
✤ // pFmaxT, ϕpTqq
,
where the union is over a ě 0 such that TApaq ‰ H.
Proof. Let T P FA be given. Then we have F
maxT “ FϕT P SSTApλpa, 0, cqq for some
a, c P Z` by Lemma 2.3, where ϕ “ ϕpTq. It is clear that the map is injective. The
connected component of T is a regular sl2-crystal with highest weight a, and the map is also
surjective. 
For a “ pa1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , aℓq P Z
ℓ
`, put
TApaq “ TApaℓq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆTApa1q.
Corollary 7.5. We have a bijection.
(7.6) FℓA
//
ğ
a
TApaq ˆ Z{pa` 1qZ
T
✤ // pFmaxT, ϕpTqq
,
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where
FmaxT “ pFmaxpU2ℓ, U2ℓ´1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,F
maxpU2, U1qq,
ϕpTq “ pϕpU2ℓ, U2ℓ´1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ϕpU2, U1qq,
for T “ pU2ℓ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , U1q P TApaq and the union is over a P Z
ℓ
` such that TApaq ‰ H.
Example 7.6. Suppose that A “ I4|3. If
T “
¨˚
˚˝
3
11
,
2
4
21
,
1
2
11
31
,
1
3
21
,
11
11
,
2
21
21
31
‹˛‹‚P F3A,
then we have
FmaxT “
¨˚
˚˝ 2 43 21
11
, 1 1
2 3
11 21
31
, 2 2
1
11 21
11
31
‹˛‹‚ , ϕpTq “ p2, 0, 1q.
Now we are ready to state our main result in this paper. Consider the composition of the
following sequence of bijections.
FℓA
(7.6)
//
ğ
aPZℓ`
TApaq ˆ Z{pa` 1qZ
(7.3)
//
ğ
aPZℓ`
ğ
pλ,ℓqPPpSpqA
TApλ, ℓq ˆO˝pλ, ℓqa ˆ Z{pa` 1qZ
(6.3)
//
ğ
pλ,ℓqPPpSpqA
TApλ, ℓq ˆOpλ, ℓq
(6.4)
//
ğ
pλ,ℓqPPpSpqA
TApλ, ℓq ˆKpλ, ℓq,
Let pPpTq, QpTqq denote the image of T P FℓA under the composition of (7.6), (7.3), and
(6.3). Let pPpTq, QpTqq denote the image of pPpTq, QpTqq under (6.4). Hence we obtain the
following correspondence, which is the main result in this paper.
Theorem 7.7. For ℓ ě 1, we have a bijection
FℓA
//
ğ
pλ,ℓqPPpSpqA
TApλ, ℓq ˆKpλ, ℓq
T // pPpTq, QpTqq
.
Example 7.8. Let T P F3A be the one given in Example 7.6. Combining Examples 7.6, 7.3,
5.16, 6.5, and 6.3, we have pPpTq, QpTqq P TApλ, 3q ˆOpλ, 3q for λ “ p3, 2, 1q, where
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PpTq “
2 2
3 4
11
1 1
3 21
11
21
2 21
11 21
11
31
31
QpTq “
¨˚
˚˝ , , , , , , : , , , :
, , , , , ‹˛‹‚.
The oscillating tableau QpTq corresponds to a King tableau K in Example 6.7 under
(6.4). Hence QpTq P Kpλ, 3q, where
QpTq “
1¯ 1¯ 2
3 3¯
3¯
.
7.3. Cauchy type identity. Let z “ zℓ “ t z1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , zℓ u be formal commuting variables,
which commute with x “ xA “ txa | a P A u (cf. Section 3.1). For A “ rns, write xn “
xrns “ tx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnu.
Let pλ, ℓq P PpSpq be given. For K P Kpλ, ℓq, let zK “
ś
iPrℓs z
mi´mi
i , where mi (resp.
mi) is the number of occurrences of i (resp. i) in K. Then put
spλpzq “
ÿ
KPKpλ,ℓq
zK .
It is well-known that spλpzq is the character of the irreducible highest weight module of Sp2ℓ
with highest weight corresponding to λ.
Let U “ pU2ℓ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , U1q P F
ℓ
A be given with ui the height of Ui. Let x
U “
ś2ℓ
i“1 x
Ui and
zU “
ś
iPrℓs z
u2i´u2i´1
i . Then we have
chFℓA :“
ÿ
U
xUzU “
ℓź
j“1
ś
aPA0
p1` xazjqp1 ` xaz
´1
j qś
aPA1
p1´ xazjqp1 ´ xaz
´1
j q
.
Theorem 7.9. We have the following identity
tℓ
ℓź
j“1
ś
aPA0
p1 ` xazjqp1` xaz
´1
j qś
aPA1
p1 ´ xazjqp1´ xaz
´1
j q
“
ÿ
pλ,ℓqPPpSpqA
Spλ,ℓqpxAqspλpzq.
Proof. Let U “ pU2ℓ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , U1q P F
ℓ
A be given. If U is mapped to pT,Kq by Theorem 7.7,
then it suffice to show that xUzU “ xTzK . Since xU “ xT is clear, it remains to show that
zU “ zK .
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Suppose that U is mapped to pT,ϕq by (7.6) where T “ pTℓ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , T1q P TApaq for some
a P Zℓ` and ϕ “ pϕℓ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ϕ1q “ pϕpU2ℓ, U2ℓ´1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ϕpU2, U1qq P Z{pa` 1qZ.
Choose a sufficiently large n, and take the n-conjugate T “ pT ℓ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , T 1q of T and
T
ad
“ pT
ad
ℓ , ¨ ¨ ¨ , T
ad
1 q. By (7.3), T is mapped to pPpTq, Q0pTqq. Here PpTq P TApλ, ℓq for
some pλ, ℓq P PpSpq and Q0pTq “ rQpT;nq, ns P O˝pλ, ℓqa with
QpT;nq “ pQp1q : ¨ ¨ ¨ : Qpℓqq,
as given in (7.1). Note that |Qpiq| “ n´ ai for 1 ď i ď ℓ. By (6.3), pQpT;nq,ϕq is mapped
to rQ1, ns where Q1 “ pQ
1p1q : ¨ ¨ ¨ : Q
1pℓqq P Opλ, ℓ;nqa. Then we have |Q
1piq| “ |Qpiq| ` 2ϕi
for 1 ď i ď ℓ.
For a tableau C of shape p1cq, let htpCq “ c. Let ui denote the height of Ui for 1 ď i ď 2ℓ,
and t˘j denote the height of pT
ad
i q˘ for 1 ď j ď ℓ. Then we have
u2i ´ u2i´1 ` 2ϕi “ pn´ t
`
i q ´ t
´
i “ n´ pt
`
i ` t
´
i q “ ai.
On the other hand, it is straightforward to check that
n´ |Q
1piq| “ ai ´ 2ϕi “ mi ´mi pi P rℓsq.
Hence mi ´mi “ u2i ´ u2i´1. This proves z
U “ zK . 
Let us end this section with well-known identities which can be recovered from Theorem
7.9 under special choices of A.
First, assume that A “ rn¯s. Let P “ ‘ni“1Zǫi be the weight lattice for sp2n in Section
4.1, and let ZrP s be its group ring with a Z-basis teµ |µ P P u. Note that ̟n “ ǫ1`¨ ¨ ¨` ǫn,
the n-th fundamental weight. For 0 ď a ď n and T P Tnpaq, define
wtpT q “ ̟n ´
nÿ
i“1
miǫi,
where mi is the number of occurence of i¯ in T . For a “ pa1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , aℓq P Z
ℓ
` and T “
pTℓ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , T1q P Tnpaq, define wtpTq “
řℓ
i“1 wtpTiq. For a tableau K with letters in In, let
wtpKq “
nÿ
i“1
pmi ´miqǫi,
where ma is the number of occurence of a in K for a P In. It is easy to check that
wtpTq “ wtpTadq for any T P Tnpaq, and hence (4.2) and (5.1) are weight-preserving
bijections.
By identifying xi “ x
´1
i “ e
´ǫi P ZrP s for i P rns and t “ e̟n “ x1 ¨ ¨ ¨xn in (3.1), we
have
Spλ,ℓqpxAq “
ÿ
TPTnpλ,ℓq
tℓxTA “
ÿ
TPTnpλ,ℓq
ewtpTq “
ÿ
TadPKNρnpλ,ℓq
ewtpT
adq “ spρnpλ,ℓqpxnq.
The following identity follows immediately from Theorem 7.9 and the identity xi ` x
´1
i `
zj ` z
´1
j “ xip1` x
´1
i zjqp1 ` x
´1
i z
´1
j q.
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Corollary 7.10 ([15]). For n, ℓ ě 1, we have
nź
i“1
ℓź
j“1
pxi ` x
´1
i ` zj ` z
´1
j q “
ÿ
λĎpnℓq
spρnpλ,ℓqpxnqspλpzq.
Next, assume that A “ rns1. For ℓ ě n, there exists a bijection by [22, Theorem 6.5]
TApλ, ℓq //
ğ
β:even
SSTApλ
1q ˆ SSTApβ
πq,
which gives the identity
Spλ,ℓqpxAq “ t
ℓsλ1pxAq
ÿ
β:even
sβpxAq “ t
ℓsλpxnq
ÿ
β:even
sβ1pxnq.
Here we call β even if all of its parts are even. Also note that we have
sµpxAq “
ÿ
TPSSTApµq
xTA “
ÿ
TPSSTrnspµ1q
xTrns “ sµ1pxnq
for µ P P by identifying xi1 “ xi for i P rns. By Theorem 7.9, we also recover the well-known
classical identity due to Littlewood [30] and Weyl [36].
Corollary 7.11 ([30, 36]). For ℓ ě n ě 1, we have
nź
i“1
ℓź
j“1
p1 ´ xizjq
´1p1´ xiz
´1
j q
´1 “
ÿ
ℓpλqďn
spλpzqsλpxnq
ź
1ďiăjďn
p1´ xixjq
´1
“
ÿ
ℓpλqďn
spλpzqsλpxnq
ÿ
β1:even
sβpxnq.
Remark 7.12. The bijection in Theorem 7.7 even when reduced to the above cases is
completely different from the ones in [34] and [33] for the identities in Corollaries 7.10 and
7.11, respectively, where the insertion algorithm in terms of the King tableaux is used.
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